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Culture, communication and ecology

Cultural ecology
Juan Carlos Miguel de Bustos
there is an operational diﬀerence between Culture for development and development of Culture. the relationship between ecology and Culture has
been explained. Cultural ecology analyzes reality as a cultural entity. the practical application of this concept consists of the symbolic level (cultural) working simultaneously with the other levels or aspects of society. the
sustainability of Culture is an essential aspect of Cultural ecology, which is
basically determined by promoting diversity.

Juan Carlos Miguel de Bustos is professor of audiovisual Communication at
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Introduction
Human groups with no culture or communication cannot exist. this essay
addresses changes in the concept of development, as it relates to culture and
communication, as a new reference point for practical applications of development and cooperation among nations.
the idea of development has changed. economic development has evolved
to mean sustainable human development. this shift in meaning represents
an important new cultural paradigm. i start this essay by offering five points
to consider. the first point being that development can only be defined and
applied in a human, local environment. the concept is cultural but it also affects culture itself. in other words, it both expresses and serves local communities.
second, if we state that development is supposed to be human and sustainable, then culture becomes relevant. as a matter of fact, there is nothing
more human than culture itself and its sustainability. in this essay, the definition of cultural sustainability is the search for pluralism and diversity. this
is why culture should be best referred to in terms of plurality.
the third point is to acknowledge that improved efforts have been made in
the last few decades to create better indices and indicators of human development. these indices document a broader array of societal attributes than
simply economic indicators. The Human Development index is considered to
be a turning point in this regard. it added variables which are often difficult
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to measure, such as literacy, and in doing so gives us a much better understanding of societal conditions. currently, there is quite a big movement to
promote the Information Society´s indices with sciadas (2005) at the lead.
as a fourth point, we are benefiting from institutional programs and action
plans that now establish concrete time frames for the accomplishment of particular goals. such is the case of millenium Declaration as well as the objectives that were established in the world summit of the information society and
action plan on information society for latin america and the caribbean.
the fifth consideration is that both culture ―according to its structure― and
communication ―referred to as the process that relationships, symbols, behaviors, beliefs, materials, etc.― can be objects, or engines, of development.
Development of culture and communication based on sustainability
the phrase culture and Development generally refers to a set of goals: to
get rid of poverty, empower human rights, encourage participation and improve health, education and literacy. however, there are two different meanings, depending on which term is used as a noun and which one is used as
an adjective. instead, if we say culture for Development we make reference
to the role culture and cultural processes play to achieve development objectives. it assumes that development is the aim and that culture contributes to
achieve this aim. if we say, Development of culture, that shifts the emphasis
once again as shown in the table below.
the same relationships apply when thinking about communication as the
dynamic part of culture, since culture is developed through communication.
communication can be commonly identified with mass media –- radio, press
and television. however, it also includes other basic elements such as interpersonal communication and communication arts, such as theatre, dance,
music, etc.
the concept of culture as a way to development has been supported by theories of modernization. theories of modernization conceptualized development as series of defined stages that every economic system would
experience, in chronological order. the role of culture in this process was to
encourage these changes towards a modern society/economy. Furthermore,
culture, through communication, should help overcome any barriers to achieving the ‘next’ stage.
rostow’s study has the most radical vision of culture as a way to development. in his study, culture resembles a puzzle in which some pieces can be
substituted by other pieces in order to advance through the stages of development. it is a matter of exchanging existing cultural values for different
ones which, theoretically, will allow for development. according to rostow,
society goes from being traditional, through various stages, to an endpoint
of mass consumption. a traditional society, in rostow’s view, is characterized
by scarce technology and, therefore, low productivity. the consequence of
traditionalism, then, is a static society. therefore, he suggested that traditionalism should be overcome through advanced means of production adopted
from countries going through the last stage of development. such an adoption
would bring new methods and technologies to key societal sectors, such as
transportation and textiles. this would lead to a stage of maturity where productivity was applied to all activities. ultimately, the society is characterized
by mass production and mass consumption ―a welfare state with an industrialized structure in the style of Ford. according to rostow, this last stage
would be the end of the history of development.
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diﬀerences between Culture for development and development of Culture
Culture for development
economic growth
social Change

Cultural Change (Participation); growth of
Communication and Culture industry
encouragement of Pluralism and diversity

local Communities; Youth/children/minorities/ underprivileged

general Public/Visitors /Consumers/ Buyers/
local Communities

influence of traditional and cultural patterns

Cultural growth development as an aspect of

objetive
target Public

development of Culture

aspects of use of Mass Media and y Cultural Marketing development
development for development
Preserving and helping development of Cultural infrastructures and Heritage

Cultural
aspects

Personal, social and educational growth and
empowerment; use of Cultural activities as
Fulfillment of aesthetic and Cultural needs
non-formal Mechanisms for education, Communication and Participation for development.
Public and Civil ngos

Participants
Backing up Change

instruments

economic Policies
theatre, dance, Music,Puppets, story telling,
radio, television, Films, Books, Cinema, arts
and Crafts

Public and Civil ngos for the development of
Cultures, employment, Heritage, easel arts,
Cultural industries, tourism, entertainment,
etc.
Cultural, Communication and economic Policies,
intellectual Property rights;Cultural Markets, Private sector;development Policies; Human
rights tools; governance; theatre, dance, Music,
Puppets, storytelling,
radio, television, Films; Books, Cinema, arts and
Crafts

source: arrangements by epskamp et al. 2000: 8.

this way of thinking has a symbolic parallel in the functionalist school of
communication represented by lerner and schramm. they believed culture
and mass media to be agents of modernization. media would influence the
social change needed to reach development. that would mean leaving behind
traditions and introducing modern thought patterns. modern thinking, as opposed to traditional thinking, was related to urbanization, literacy, and even
to learning new ways of behavior which would cause institutional changes.
these changes would sustain the modernization process. modernization, therefore, was synonymous with “going to school, reading papers, receiving a
salary, buying goods, casting votes and having an opinion about different topics” (mowlana and wilson, 1994: 8).
this way of thinking gives importance to the development of the communication industry and it does so under the name of modernization. it also leaves social, cultural and ecological policies as concerns ‘after development’.
the emphasis is on economic growth then, later on, one decides how to distribute its benefits.
this is the situation that, according to Kyong-Dong (1994: 8), occurred in Korea
after the coup d’etat by park chung-hee. park’s first priority was to improve the
Koreans’ life conditions solely through economic growth. Democracy would come
later. since there was some growth, some intellectuals backed this approach and
agreed that democracy could wait. Yet when economic prosperity came to a relative few the prime minister said that more growth was still needed before the
fruits of this growth could influence society more broadly (Kyong-Dong 1994: 8).
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Fortunately, this concept of culture helping development gave way to a new
concept, which opposes the first one. it recognizes the independent role played by culture and communication. it also establishes culture as the frame
within which other activities are done and not as an integral part of society.
this is Klitgaard’s conclusion (1992: 59-64) after analyzing relationships between economy and culture. he concludes that culture affects the production
of goods and services (we can add values). therefore, production is affected
by cultural and communication policies.
traditionally, this production role has been represented like this: y=f (productive factors, organization, regulation, innovation, culture). Y represents
production, service, which depends on several factors, including culture, a
supposedly independent variable. Klitgaard says that culture sets function
(f) and that culture is affected by the rest of variables. this complex feedback
makes you think in cultural omnipresence, that is, culture affecting the rest
of the variables and vice versa, that these variables affect culture.
cultural development wants to develop culture through cultural and communication policies. these can be supply and demand policies. supply policies seek to create or increase cultural industries, such as cinema, videos, tV;
pre-industries, such as theatre and dance; heritage or tourism, actors training,
etc. Demand policies seek to increase motivation and training to enjoy and
create communication products, even as an amateur. Both amateur and professional products in cultural industries and pre-industries ―cinema, music,
and theatre― show the richness and variety of human experiences (peiapac
2001).
the concept of culture as a synonym for diversity started in americacult,
an intergovernmental conference about cultural policies in latin america and
the caribbean, held in Bogota, in 1978, and in the world conference on cultural policies in mexico, 1982. Both events can be seen as the beginning of an
array of new policies related to culture, including cultural preservation, dissemination and administration (epskamp 2000: 4)
the 1990s saw the concept of cultural diversity reaching institutional maturity and acceptance. inter-agency forums on culture and Development
sponsored by unesco in 1991, paris, and in 1993, Korea, were held, as well
as the conference on cultural policies for Development, in 1998 in stockholm,
where the universal Declaration on cultural Diversity was created. previously, unesco had published a paper from the world committee on culture and Development on our creative Diversity. all of these events
emphasized cultural identity as a right, and that cultural policies should exist
to exercise this right (harvey 2003: 59-71) in stockholm, the action plan for
cultural policies for Development was passed. this plan shows a move forward toward the Development of culture. Further, it places the promotion
of cultural and linguistic diversity in the hands of the mass media and the
communication and information technologies. specifically, different forms of
media are to contribute to cultural development through “the promotion of
languages and local and regional cultures, through investigation and preservation of national heritage, and through promotion of diversity of cultural
and indigenous traditions as well as national cultural identities.” it also guarantees editorial independence for the mass media. (unesco 2003: 34)
such statements are a good example of the desire to promote the development of culture and cultural creativity through the use of new information
and communication technologies and services. a key aspect of this is to promote access to the so-called information society, as well as the development
of cultural industries. the universal Declaration about cultural Diversity,
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unesco, takes it as an objective to “help emergent or consolidating industries in developing and underdeveloped countries, cooperating in the development of the needed skills and infrastructures, enhancing local viable
markets, and facilitating the access of cultural products from these countries
to the global market and to the international distribution networks”
(unesco 2003: 38).
Finally, cultural industries play double role when generating markets. they
transmit symbols which are needed for identity building and for the development of social and cultural practices that can make cultural aims (heritage
preservation and diffusion, enhancing creativity, production and propagation
of cultural contents) a reality.
Culture sustainability. Canclini’s hypotheses
garcía canclini defines cultural sustainability through three hypotheses about
the relationship between culture and development. these are:
the first hypothesis is that cultural sustainability through development places communication and exchange first. Differences are valued and encouraged. media producers that offer their products to segmented markets through
internet and, in some cases, offer even personalized products, have realized
this. such is the case of video supply. today we see increased diversity in
contents when it comes to production. however, when it comes to diffusion,
there is a tendency toward uniformity. there is a film industry in south america and africa, for instance. But the films shown in most cinema theatres are
american.
the second hypothesis states that sustainable culture promotes diversity to
make it available to future generations in a dynamic way. it does not seek to
pass on to the next generation stagnant instruments, legends, languages or
traditions. rather, it seeks to pass on instruments, languages, traditions that
have evolved through intra-national and international cultural dialogue. however, this dialogue among cultures and nations becomes difficult when
there is a great difference between production and diffusion. while every nation promotes laws to help its cultural industries, often this is not sufficient
or is targeted to only a few media sectors, such as cinema and theatre. other
activities like music editing, bibliography, daily newspapers, radio and television are often left to private enterprise.
the third hypothesis explains that the market itself is not able to manage
cultural sustainability. as one example, canclini points to the fact that the
north american Free trade agreement established between the united states
of america, mexico and canada, has not enhanced diversity. on the contrary,
cultural productivity has decreased. For example, ten years before the treaty,
747 films had been produced in mexico. From 1994 to 2004, the production
decreased to 212 (garcía canclini 2005:9). sustainability should be an international matter. statistics such as these suggest that the wto´s agenda should
include diversity and multiculturalism as aims. For example, which steps to
take regarding copyrights and their management should be studied.
Systems of Culture
the term culture is polysemic. according to unesco, there are three hundred entries for the term culture (Zallo 1970: 11). endo (1996: 77-90) defines
culture in a general way, as the result of human activities, including economic,
political, social and other aspects. it is interesting as it is applied to five so-
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ciocultural systems which describe human activities. these are:
• international relationships and politics (human rights, military matters, political systems, political parties, laws, etc.).
• economy, industry and employment (trade, prices, general Budget, markets, energy, transport, information and communication industry, etc.).
• science and technology (mathematics, engineering, Biotechnology, etc.).
• life and society (ecology, population, transport, education, mass media,
public health, sports, tourism, etc.).
• culture (history, anthropology, radio, tV, cultural industries, Folklore,
ceremonies, Festival, symbols, etc.).
[source: endo 1996: 83].
this classification places culture in the centre to help understand that all
five systems are interrelated. in the cultural system human activity is classified. culture would incorporate the other systems. For example, the economic
system is based on purely cultural assumptions. castoriadis (1980) points out
that the ideas of culture and progress are based on western values. these values have roots in the Judeo christian ideology that believes in infinity and
therefore the concept of development is not finite, that is, it has no specific
aim. activities and concepts like innovation also have absolute, positive value
that must be applied to all spheres. this value in theory is error free, although
practice shows otherwise: continued obsolescence, components incompatibility, impossibility to repair computers, mobile phones, etc. there are some
exceptions such as the rome club (club de roma) which in the 70’s would
try to impose limits to growth, placing emphasis on fair distribution of existing resources. rome club pioneered infinite growth, limitless in theory.
systems of Culture, according to endo
science and
technology

international
relationships
Politics

Culture
economy
industry
employment

life and
society

source: (endo, 1996: 83)

Cultural ecology
according to Bertalanffy, human nature has two sides. the physical or material side is the one in which each human being lives “with a biological body,
physically equipped with impulses, instincts and limitations on each species.”
the other side is broader. here each person “creates, uses, dominates and is
dominated by a universe of symbols” (Bertalanffly 1981). this vision allows
for an association between ecology and culture. ecology is usually associated
with the physical or material world and this world is interrelated with human
being and, therefore, culture.
along the same lines, Babe remarks that “when we give meaning to the objects of these interactions, people act on them, which affects them.” that is
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why “ecology blends environmental sciences with human culture” (Babe
1997: 1-2). as such, culture, although created by human beings, necessarily
includes dimensions of the material or objective and symbolic or subjective.
the material dimension of culture consists of a set of goods, utensils, practices
and institutions created to face natural or objective physical circumstances.
anthropology defines it describing “culture is a set of tried and proven answers which have been balanced against environmental incitements. it is the
functional equivalent to instinct” (lamo de espinosa et al. 1987). this material
dimension of culture is made up of information technology, the market and
political organization, that is, those institutions that allow human beings to
satisfy their needs and find fulfillment. the symbolic dimension encompasses
both the spiritual and the symbolic parts. it consists of the norms that rule
each social group, that is, ideas, interpretations, beliefs, traditions and even
aspirations. Both material and symbolic aspects allow us to understand that
heritage is not only a set of monuments or natural reserves. heritage also refers to spiritual legacy, beliefs and traditions.
cultural ecology is constituted by the set of both material and symbolic aspects. we can consider physical and social facts and their interpretation. any
dysfunction in any aspect affects the others. For example, we can see how damage in the ozone creates an environmental hazard that endangers life on
earth. however, the changes brought about by environmental degradation
will also create negative effects, or pressures, in social or political spheres.
guattari explains the parallelism between the different systems, “the same
way some mutant and giant algae are invading Venice’s lake…there is another kind of algae, social economy algae, that consists of free proliferation that
allows men like Donald trump to take over entire suburbs (…) to renovate
them, increase rents and throw out thousands of poor families, most of which
will become homeless. in environmental ecology, this would be the equivalent of dead fish” Felix guattari (1990:3 4).
going back to endo’s systems, this relationship means that a specific problem in one arena would generate dysfunctions in the rest. it is important
to state that a specific problem cannot be solved by only one system, especially if only the material aspect is taken into account. the cultural aspect
and its symbols are to be considered. guattari elaborates an Ecosophia, based
in the articulation of three ecology elements: the environment, social relationships and human subjectivity. these spheres are inextricably linked to
create a holistic system; an imbalance in any one area creates an imbalance
elsewhere.
there are other elaborate models that show symbolic aspects interacting
with material ones. the model known as model of rural community self-sufficiency consists of technology, economy, natural resources, mental resources
and socio-cultural resources (tems) was a proposed by the institute of
science and technology in thailand, after seven years of talks amongst several participants. the model is based on participation and self-sufficiency and
different elements of society are interrelated. it shows a bar with two entries
where the five terms tems is shown both horizontally and vertically.
all of the above examples of conceptualizing cultural ecology are interesting because they acknowledge the complex links among different spheres.
so if, for example, one considers innovations, this should not only be thought
of as technological innovations, such as new materials, new equipment or
computerization. there are also management innovations, like improvements
in human resources, relationship with suppliers and work ethics. similarly,
there are social innovations such as decentralization or improvements in pu-
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blic participation. Finally, mental innovations are another factor, as is the case
of self-organization, and development of capabilities.
Dimensions of sustainability
sustainable development has four dimensions and they are all related to culture (Xian 2000: 173-6). they are:
First there is a Symbolic dimension or ideas that guide human relationships
with nature and the world. in some cultures from africa, india and china,
human beings are not separate entities from nature. they are so integrated
that some animals, water or some areas are associated with divinity. as a consequence, human relationships with their environment are very respectful
(saraswati 1996: 133-42).
this relationship is deep and wise, born from experience. For instance,
many people think the way peruvian natives organize their crops to be chaotic. the natives explained what they were doing was an imitation of what
they saw in the jungle; plants of different shapes and sizes would grow together. Based on this idea, a new way to regenerate exploited lands in the jungle
was discovered. concentric circles of plants in varying stages of growth were
planted, similar to what the natives were already doing. this relationship
with their environment is a characteristic of traditional societies. one indian
chief expressed it like this: “land does not belong to us, but we belong to her”
(Kleymeyer 2003: 155-7).
there is also a Social dimension. this is the communal lifestyle and code of
ethics. that is, what we consume, how we consume, how we acquire it, recycle it, etc., including how we relate to each other. education plays a vital role
in this dimension.
the Political dimension is the way in which sustainability policies are implemented. that is, the way long term and short term goals work together.
political sustainability means that projects are achievable. that is, human, financial and technological resources are taken into account and that these resources are used in a sustainable way. institutional practices, symbols, norms,
values, and other components of the symbolic dimension of culture must be
established in a way that supports sustainability.
Finally, there is a Cooperation dimension, requiring global and international
cooperation. sustainable development is based on the interrelationship of all
natural and human elements. that is why it cannot happen only in a specific
geographical area or in only one field of activity.
Conclusion: Development sustainability implies cultural sustainability
when thinking about new ways to use and create energy in order to preserve
natural resources and the environment, such as solar energy or hydrogen, for
example, this creation cannot exist without a change in lifestyle. a cultural
change becomes a must. there cannot be sustainable development without
cultural sustainability.
to measure culture sustainability we must have new meanings of societal
wealth and health ―with an increased focus on the community, versus individual, level. the comparison between quality and quantity indicators
amongst different communities would help establish patterns of change
through communication and cultural policies.
sustainability requires practice in diversity and pluralism. Diversity and
pluralism are terms that would stand some improvement. along these lines,
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it is better to talk about increase than about preservation when it comes to
these terms ―and increase must be seen from both a supply and demand
point of view. it is not enough to talk about the availability of web sites or tV
programs. it is necessary to emphasize the percentage of the population that
has access to those media and what content they seek. For example, it legitimate to ask whether there should only be profitable programs.
culture and communication must be accessible to make pluralism and diversity effective and to seek cultural sustainability. this access allows members of a community to partake in symbols and values of such a society. this
access implies that public institutions make and implement supply policies
to preserve some activities such as languages, theatre production, cinema, etc.
it also implies demand policies to train and motivate and pluralistic policies
that enhance creativity in every sphere, education for peace, dialogue, tolerance, participation, etc. it is in this last level that diversity can be practiced
and promoted. accessibility is a necessary requisite, but not the only one, to
make diversity effective.
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